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Cisco
BDA Strategy

Appliance — Virtual — Cloud

Visibility, Intelligence and Automation
Watch for how each security technology is covered within the Cisco BDA blueprint.

Defending real world cyber threats requires a layered approach as no single 
defense tactic is 100% effective. Attacks typically involve multiple steps

known as “The Kill Chain”. Your goal is to prevent the attack as early in the
kill chain as possible.

At Cisco, we call our recommended layered approach for security
the Before, During and After defense design.

NGIPS/Anti-Virus

Web Security

Email Security

NGFW/UTM

Firewall/VPN

Secure Access + 
Identity Services Engine

Breach Detection

Behavior Analysis

File Analytics
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Smash and Grab
Chapter One



“everybody has
vulnerabilities.

Mr. Black (alias)
Laid-off after 25 years of employment

Goal is to obtain 30 million
dollars using any means available

No criminal records

No social media, false records,
limited digital footprint

Proficient technologist

“let’s look at my
notes on this target.”

This will be
too easy.

hmm

“I see your hackmds.com servers
are accessible from the outside.

Notes
Lacks DNS and
reputation security

Standard DMZ

Skeleton IT staff

Poor patch management

Weak security defenses

Vulnerable to web attacks

Poor event monitoring

evening. unknown location



there will be
bodies ...

MOM I’m

hacking!

good thing
they are a hospital

because after
my attack ...

Mr. Orange (alias)
Known as the “Loud Jerk”

Day job unknown but has been dabbling
in scripted cyber crime

Actively looking to prove himself
as an elite hacker

07:57 -:- The goal is scan any system
online for known vulnerabilities

07:58 -:- And exploit any vulnerability
for access to the HackMDs Network.

07:59 -:- Using the compromised system,
we will setup a hidden tunnel to exfiltrate
any data we find!

Later over a secure irc channel

This is my
chance at the
big league.

07:57 Mr Black - Hit the servers
without alarming the staff.

dinner!



hackmds security ops center

FirePOWER Groups Various

alerts As A Security Incident.

Any high risk incident will

inform HackMDS.

Firepower can auto-tune the IPS to adapt

to new vulnerabilities within the network.

what are these
alarms?

Our servers
are being hit by

something

good thing
our ips is

tuned for our
environment.

it looks like
somebody is

trying to exploit
our servers.



Blacklisting threat actors with

cisco umbrella and firepower,

prevents future attacks.

bye
felicia!

Time to blacklist
this attacker with

umbrella and
Firepower

But there are
vulnerabilities

that need to
be patched.

no
problem!

Yes sir!

Cisco Firepower
Prevented an

attack against
our servers

“many of our systems
need to be assessed!

as a matter
of fact ...

We Have You
Covered

Identify All Devices

Assess For Vulnerabilities

Update Software

Network Segmentation

Layered Security

Limit User Privileges

I heard we
were attacked.
are we okay?

“We don’t have
the manpower.
I’ll call cisco

services.



www.xploitz.com

Infect Me Feeling Lucky

www.xploitz.com

Infect Me Feeling Lucky

Coming Soon 2 ur CPU

Ransomware

Identifying ransomware means an attacker was able to breach your network and deliver malicious
software. Best practice is to identify and remediate infected machines, harden the network against the
attack method used, and blacklist any sources linked to the original attack!

Never stop the incident response at removing the
infection, or you may experience it AGAIN!!

Don’t Do It!
x

Exploits are everywhere!
An exploit kit is a web server designed to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities in client machines. The goal is to deliver
something malicious such as a backdoor or ransomware.

Exploit kits can be rented online making it easy for non-technical attackers
to deliver technical attacks without understanding the details of how the
attack works.



Ransomware
Chapter Two



next day. unknown location

this hospital
will pay 

anything for
their data.

I just need to
figure out how
to get to the

patient records

“let’s look at my notes on
this target.

Notes
Various users and devices

Limited desktop security

Vulnerable to social engineering

Possibly flat network

High dollar data

Skeleton IT staff

Blind to Insider threats

Chaotic environment with revolving
customers and devices



ransomware will be pushed down to the

computer, encrypting personal data, forcing

the victimto pay for the decryption key.

this can be done through an email

phishing attack designed to trick

the user into clicking a link

Later over a secure irc channel

this sends them to a malicious site.

Ms. Blue (alias)
Penetration tester gone rogue

Quit job to sell exploits on darknet

Respected speaker/hacker in community

HATES Mr. Orange

11:01 Mr Black - How can I get
money from this target fast?

11:01 -:- I will need to trick the
user to access my attack server.

11:01 Ms Blue - We will use an
exploit kit to deliver Ransomware.

I have just
the thing.



hackmds security ops center

time to inform
the boss.

we have
a breach.

cisco Advanced malware protection (amp)
shows video of A Quarantined Threat.

AMP can go back in time to identify all

infected systems including patient zero.

we have a

problem!

Cisco AMP is
showing multiple

hosts are
quarantining A
Malicious File.

glad we
stopped this

one from
Installing

Breach Detection Technologies Are

Designed To find Threats that have

passed all other security defenses.

Breach technology validates perimeter security!



Firepower
updated our
Defenses.

I’ll check if
the malicious

source is
blocked.

FirePOWer can learn from AMP to auto

adapt to new vulnerabilities preventing

future exploitation.

The external source linked to the

attack can also be auto blacklisted!

doogie got
us infected

again!

Glad my
hospital staff is
so rock solid.

Dr. Howser
clicks

anything.

Why does this
email keep taking

me to this
weird website?

Looks like we
need to update all
endpoint system

Java ASAP!

“I wonder who brought this file
onto the network ...

Well this
isn’t a

surprise.

Threat Removed.
We are Ready
if iT Happens

Again.



The �rst step in a cyber attack. This is where you learn as much

as possible about the target. The more you know, the more likely

you will �nd the quickest and most e�ective attack strategy.

Weakness in a system that can be exploited. This could be acon�guration error, missing patch, �aw in design or many otherfactors happening at any moment. 
Security tools such as anti-virus and IPS look for attacksagainst vulnerabilities using signatures of known exploitation.

Abusing a vulnerability to achieve an outcome.Result could be planting a Remote Access Tool (RAT),delivering Ransomware, Crashing the system, etc.

*Recon �nds Vulnerabilities that can be Exploited



Insider Threats
Chapter Three



“Many darknet sources sell
stolen credentials.

“I know somebody that can get
me inside the hackmds network.

later

I can buy
my way into

the network.

let’s see
if mr. green is

available.

Mr. Brown can
then collect my
data once I get

him inside.

Mr. Brown (alias)
Linked to sales of black market
pharmaceutical drugs

Associated with a mafia organization

Street criminal for hire



Mr. Green (alias)
Financial advisor on paper but also
involved with money laundering

Known for stolen credentials

Minor drug related arrests

you should assume you will eventually

have your network compromised.

Perimeter Security is not 100%.

Breach technology is designed

for detecting insider threats

I can get you
into an Internal

Medical Unit using stolen,
authorized Creds

to Bypass Perimeter
Defenses.

Notes
Various users and devices

Perimeter security focused

Possibly a flat network

High dollar data

Skeleton IT staff

Blind to Insider threats

Lack internal monitoring

“let’s look at my notes again.

10:37 Mr Black - Perfect. Now Mr
Brown can bring me the goods.

10:37 Mr Black - Use this login
to access HackMDs network.

10:37 Mr Brown - I’ll find the data
and send it to your cloud drive.

Mr. Brown Can
Identify and
connect to

other systems.

Once Inside
the HackMDS

network



hackmds security ops center.
let’s see what

are the top
concerns to

investigate today

come to
daddy.

why is dr. howser
logging into

hipaa servers
like that?

stealthwatch shows security

and network events based behavior

and concern triggers.

“wait, now he’s scanning
the network ftp?

netflow can give all common network

devices security detection capabilities.

dr. howser’s
account has now

scanned the
hippa

network!



Stealthwatch Can trigger cisco
identity services engine to

quarantine all critical threats.

he must be
compromised.

dr. howser,
you have
a call.

Stealthwatch Hostlock rules can detect if

untrusted systems access the HIPAA network.

he is connected
to the HIPAA network

and attempting to
remove data.

call dr.
howser.

dr. howser’s
system is no

longer a threat.

I have
not touched
a computer
 all day.

we quarantined
all compromised

systems and reset
your login.

now!

don’t
worry.



There isn’t a silver bullet for providing
100% protection against cyber crime.
Sorry… we can’t promise that.
NOBODY CAN!

There are lots of things to remember about EXCELLENT
Cyber Threat Response! We know it’s a lot to learn, but
Cisco has you covered!

SILVER BULLET

REDUCE
You can, however, learn to reduce the risk
of being compromised to an acceptable
level using industry best practices for
security architecture.

The Cisco Cyber Threat Response

Clinics give you hands-on experience

as both ATTACKER and DEFENDER

so you can better understand both

sides of the cyber CAT AND

MOUSE game. YOURSELF

2017 Cisco Cyber Threat Response Clinic 2.0, International.



Compromised Laptop
Chapter Four



the next morning

“dr. howser likes fantasy
football according to facebook.

“dr. howser will go back to work and connect
his infected system to the hackmds network.

“it will drop malware onto his systems
when he accesses the website from home.

I can create a
fake fantasy stats

page and email
him a link to his

personal account.

giving
me inside
access.

“let’s look at my notes on
this target.

Notes
People will click anything without thinking about it

Limited host security software that is
based on signatures

HackMDs not responsible for user’s home network

Compromised hosts can provide internal
access for outsiders

Social engineering is extremely effective



Mr. Red (alias)
This could be anybody within
the organization knowingly or unaware

Example: Breached system is used
remotely by a hacker to access
internal sources

malicious websites will scan a victim’s

systems for weaknesses such as flash

and java vulnerabilities.

“or plug it in when he returns
to the office.

“I will own hackmds through his
computer using his system as my
unknown inside attacker.

“I’ll call him mr. red.

“Dr. Howser will connect his laptop
over VPN while away from the office.

dr. howser’s
java is out
of date.

let’s see if
dr. howser will
access my fake

website.

I’ll access dr.
howser’s system
once he is inside

the network.

and use a
backdoor in my

planted malicious
software.

email
sent

proven
football stats?

my team is
getting killed.

I’ll exploit that
to place my
malware on
his system.

can’t hurt
to see what

they say



hackmds security ops center.

firepower
says one of
our users is

compromised.

interesting

ise evaluates devices before they

are permitted access and shares

context with other technologies.

this is how ise knows an IP address

is linked to dr. howser’s laptop.

firepower can alert ise to quarantine

any device seen as compromised.
ise uses traffic seen from devices vs
mac address to determine what they are.

can you swing
by my office?

we have a
problem.

hi boss.



that’s dr. howser’s
personal windows

laptop causing
these issues

step away
from the

network sir.

no need to
remove him.

the network
saw the issue.

it auto
quarantined

him.

somebody
get him off the

network!

how did
this happen?

and enforcement of policy on all

devices accessing the network.

the firepower and ise combination

can provide 24/7 security monitoring ...

dr howser’s
laptop has been

owned and
vpned into our

network.

seems like dr.
howser’s system
is being used as
an attacker’s
proxy over vpn.

my network is a
security bouncer
and enforcer.

$#@%!!

wow!



APPLY TODAY!
CLIP and MAIL* to your Cisco Account
Manager TODAY to reserve your spot
and get your learn on!

Name:

Address:

City:    State:

VOUCHER
CODE:

^^Un1z

 LEARN
• How environments get

   compromised

• How breaches get discovered

• How to respond most

   effectively with Cisco security

   products and solutions

  EXPERIENCE
• Cyber security attack

   situations in a virtual lab

   environment

• Play as both ATTACHER

   and DEFENDER

Use the Voucher Code Above

to receive EXCLUSIVE access!

Enjoy this unique lab oriented,

hands-on learning and solution

demonstration clinic TODAY!

Hands On
Real-World

AttacksCore
Certification8 Modules

*or visit www.cisco.com/go/security

THREAT RESPONDERS WANTED

*The Cyber Threat Response

Your EXCLUSIVE
training platform
for learning a range
of Cisco Security
products and
integrated solutions



Attack The Branch
Chapter Five



later
branch offices

typically connect back
to the headquarters
over a trusted vpn

connection.

I bet they have
weak security

policies at their
remote branches.

“I can own the HQ through the branch!

“let’s look at my notes on
this target.

Notes
Security ops typically @HQ

Branch security is not as
important as HQ

Limited local IT resources

Scalability challenges

Branch tunnels back to HQ
bypassing HQ security

Busy environment

I can’t believe
I haven’t owned
this hospital yet.



there are tons
of tools that
can do this.

Later over a secure irc channel

Mr. White (alias)
Government engineer and hardware
hacking hobbyist

Develops bypass tools

Rarely involved with crime but
against “The Man”

08:03 Mr Black - I need a physical
device planted at a branch office.

08:03 -:- They probably don’t enforce
security at remote locations.

08:03 Mr White - I’ll plant a Pwnie
Express at one of their branch offices.

08:03 Mr White - I’ll pretend to hurt myself
skating and plant the tools on site.

08:03 Mr Black - Once we have access to the branch
network, we can hit other internal targets
including the HQ through their site-to-site VPN.

A Pwn plug looks like a common plug,

however, is loaded with attacker tools.



hackmds security ops center

?!

I need to grab
the team lead.

Seeing some
weird activity at
our dc branch.

looks like
our branch is

being hit.

good thing i just
purchased that cisco
meraki and umbrella

stuff for our
branches.

but
I just 

started!

I can’t fly down
there, configure an
approved hackmds
security policy and
go live right now.

this will take

weeks!



hi boss.
what’s up?

cloud managed technologies are ideal

for branch locations due to flexibility

in development and management.

now we are
blocking
the threat.

no worries.
we just deployed

new security
from cisco.

I’m getting calls
about network
issues at the

dc branch!

Relax noob. meraki
and umbrella

are managed from
the cloud.

we can configure
everything right
now before the

hardware is
plugged in.

meraki uses
firepower ips

and amp.

 we can enable
similar policies

to our hq in
a few clicks.

all we need is to get
somebody at the dc
branch to plug it in
and it will grab the

configuration
from the cloud.

I just heard
about this attack

thirty minutes ago
and we already

deployed new sec?

wow!

87104105116101
CYBER STATE

LOCKUP
“I’m going to get a
promotion for this!

later



the takedown.

981089799107CYBER STATELOCKUP7911497110103101

CYBER STATE

LOCKUP

87104105116101
CYBER STATELOCKUP

71114101101
CYBER STATE

LOCKUP

66108117101CYBER STATELOCKUP
83116111114109

CYBER STATE

LOCKUP

During the process, Mr. White
and mr. Orange were arrested.

mr black’s
 team failed to

steal data
from hackmds.

mr. White was 
captured on video

planting a malicious
backdoor tool at

a HackMDs dc
Branch Office.

Mr. Orange’s remote
attack generated

logs, which cisco Talos
and HackMDS used

to identify
his location

until
the next

adventure

stay
secure!

and take him

down!

Federal Authorities confiscated
Mr. Orange’s laptop and Mr.

White’s iPhone to get Mr. Black’s
contact info.

After impersonating mr. white,

the FBI was able to catch Mr. Black

marketing fake stolen data

putting him away for enough time

to end his criminal career.



We hope you enjoyed the Cisco Cyber Threat
Response Clinic!
Make sure to come back and complete any modules you didn’t have a chance to work 
on and check back for more future modules!

Learn More



Cisco Security
Product Suite

Physical · Virtual · Cloud

Firepower
URL, IPS, and Breach security

VPN
Encrypted communication

Cisco Umbrella
DNS Security and forensics

Stealthwatch
Netflow anomaly monitoring 
and breach detection

ESA
Email security for cloud and 
on-prem

CloudLock
Cloud application security

ISE
Access control and security 
policy management

Threatgrid
Threat analytics, detection 
and prevention

Meraki
Cloud managed security, 
network and collaboration

Talos
Security research and threat 
intelligence

AMP
Advanced breach detection 
for endpoint and network

WSA
Secure proxy, content control 
and security


